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INTRODUCTION
Relational agents are “computational artifacts designed to build long-term, socialemotional relationships with their users” [1]. One way this can be achieved through
verbal communication is the use of relational cues (RCs) [2] (see Table 3).
In this poster we focus on personalisation of the relational agent’s dialogue based on
the user’s perception of the helpfulness of the cues. We present our approach for
providing an empathic response by personalising the conversation of a virtual advisor
who provides study tips to an individual the agent has never met before.

Table 1. Gender Distribution in each group

Table 2. Matches between the RCs students received and
found helpful

Table 3. Total frequency (out of N=111) for RCs identified as helpful: S1-servey1, S2=survey2, diff=S1-S2

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
RQ1. Does asking user RC preferences prior to interaction match RC preferences
after interaction in the Adaptive group?
RQ2. Does the empathic (all RCs), neutral (no RCs), or adaptive (mix of empathic/
neutral based on preferences) dialogue result in fewer discrepancies/more
matches between relational cues received versus cues identified as helpful?

METHODOLOGY

CONCLUSION & FURTHER WORK

Figure 1. The Between-Subject Design

- In the Adaptive group (personalized dialogue), there were no significant differences between what
students found helpful before and after interaction for 18 out of 20 RCs.
- In the personalised dialogue, students found the RCs they received more helpful than the other groups
(and matching with preferences), while neutral conversation had the greatest number of discrepancies.
- Future work could also analyse if some cues are more likely to be preferred together. If an unexpected
response was received, one or more alternative examples could be provided to confirm the preference.
- An alternative to populating user preferences from a survey is to have the virtual advisor ask the user as
part of a ‘getting to know you’, rapport building-phase.
- Another approach is machine learning based on previous user’s preferences (if available). However, our
results using models trained on 376 prior participants showed high mismatch rate with predicted and
preferred RCs when used to adapt dialogue for 59 new participants [3].
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